12 Reasons To Consider A Pole Barn Home

When most people think of the term “POLE BARN” or “POST-FRAME” construction, they typically think of a large barn or shop, not a home.

And yet, the pole barn structure is becoming a popular choice for home construction!

Why are people beginning to choose pole barn homes over standard home construction?

HERE ARE 12 REASONS WHY!

1. Open Spaces
   Pole barn homes allow for large, open spaces and floor plans to give you plenty of available room.

2. Personalized Construction
   You can choose from a wide variety of styles, colors, components, and layouts.

3. Faster Construction
   The materials and construction methods used on pole barn homes allow them to be built faster and safer.

4. Cheaper Foundation Costs
   Pole barn construction does not require a basement or major foundation, so the foundation costs and labor are less.

5. Exterior Customization
   Overhangs, dormers, and other exterior additions are easier to design and implement with pole barn homes.

6. Site Adaptability
   Pole barn construction is highly adaptable to different terrains, foundation types, and ground material.

7. Allow Large Openings
   The spacing of pole barn construction posts gives plenty of room to use large windows, doors, entryways, and other openings into your home.

8. Less Maintenance
   Due to the simple construction methods and materials, pole barn homes typically require less maintenance.

9. More Durable
   The posts and foundations of pole barn homes allow them to withstand high snow and wind loads.

10. Less Exterior Work
    If there is not a basement, pole barn construction requires little site preparation or exterior work to be done.

11. Better Efficiency
    Pole barn homes have large wall cavities that are filled with insulation. This creates a more solid insulation wall with fewer breaks, resulting in better efficiency.

12. Cost-effective Construction
    From the faster construction to less exterior work being needed, pole barn homes allow for the ultimate in cost-effective construction!

If you are interested in getting a quote for a pole barn home in Indiana from a reliable contractor, then contact K. Graber Construction today at 765-395-7275.